PLATFORM   SANCTIONS
is a universal realization that the arbitrament of brute force
belongs to the animal creation, and that the whole effort cf
civilization should be to raise ourselves above the level of the
beasts *.
The nine-days' wonder of the Abdication intervened be-
tween this occasion and Eden's Bradford speech. The
emergence of Mrs. Simpson temporarily swamped inter-
national perplexities. King, Country, and Cabinet were
involved in the biggest human drama of the age. The
influence of Mrs. Simpson on foreign affairs had been
negligible. The * set * condemned by the Archbishop of
Canterbury consisted roughly of the same personnel that
was constantly to be found accepting lavish hospitality of
Ribbentrop, the new Nazi Ambassador. But it was Hitler's
misfortune that Ribbentrop was altogether too stupid to
understand the subtleties of British political intrigue and in-
fluence.
As for the Abdication crisis itself, it showed the world
the essential resiliency of our constitution, and rescued
Baldwin from his indolent and inept domestic and foreign
policy. Eden's speech at Bradford reflects a reinforced con-
fidence. ' Time was when the broad lines of this country's
foreign policy were not the subject of party controversy. I
believe that to-day we are making progress towards a return
to such conditions, despite differences of emphasis and detail.
An impartial observer must have been impressed by the steady
growth during the last few months of united opinion on vital
matters of foreign policy'. But if the Government was to
preserve national unity it must take the country into its con-
fidence.
* The electors must have plain truths in plain language so
that there can be no misunderstanding between us.  I have
spoken of the value to Europe of this country's calm. By that
I mean a calm based not upon ignorance of the facts which
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